
 

Systems put rails around team building 

Building strong teams within a large scale dairying operation has involved taking a few cues from 

corporate entities, and wrapping them around a family farm culture within Hawke’s Bay business BEL 

Group. 

The operation spans seven farms in the Hawke’s Bay region, milking 7000 cows across 2000ha. The 

Hawke’s Bay is a region not widely appreciated for its dairying potential, but one that the group has 

committed to. BEL Group is the legacy of the late Peter Barry, sadly killed in a speedway accident in 

February 2009.  Peter recognised a need to have his existing dairy businesses running with clearer 

procedures and systems that would allow him to step out of the daily operational demands more easily.  

He appointed management company Avance, with principal consultants, Justine Dalton and Campbell 

Chard, to lead the NZ dairy farming business.  Campbell, General Manager, focuses on on-farm 

productivity while Justine, Business Manager, focuses on business strategy, policy, finance and people.  

Initially Justine's time was prioritised to bring the threads of employing 55 staff together. The priorities set 

were to create a performance- focussed team with clear on-farm performance objectives and strong 

systems and policy to support them.  

“Peter could see the need to have good teams on each of the farms, but also knew to achieve that, those 

team members needed clearer roles, and to know how they were performing within those roles before the 

teams could really develop,” says Justine. 

This season sees the company’s first effort to break the farms into geographically defined groups, with 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BEL Group (managed by Avance Ltd) 

Role:   Justine Dalton – Business Manager 

   Campbell Chard – General Manager 

Passionate about:    Building strong teams across the BEL farms by providing resources and up 
skilling to managers responsible for working with those teams 

Location:  Hawke’s Bay 

Farm Information 

Farm size:   2000 ha across three farming groups + 880 ha support   

Herd numbers & breeds: 7000 friesian and crossbred split 

Feed system:   Grass with some supplements 

Dairy shed: 64 bail internal rotary, 64 bail external rotary, herringbones ranging from 
22 – 44 aside 

Staff Information 

Staff numbers:   55 employees  

 



 

“At the point of interview we arrange an on-farm meeting with the operations manager and at least an 

hour with the relevant farm manager for them to meet the applicants and get some feedback on how they 

think they will fit in.” 

Getting feet on the ground on each farm is one task; building a cohesive, happy team within each farm 

operation is an even bigger challenge for Campbell and his managers. It is the skill of the farm managers 

in dealing with their staff every day that will determine the team’s strength. 

“To lay the foundation for that, we have built up a range of procedures and systems the managers can 

work within for their staff. This starts with an orientation procedure helping the managers to plan through 

from day one, week one, month one, up to month three.  

“We have also templated an interview process for where performance is not up to standard, and that is 

also backed up by a very clear disciplinary process, should it come to that. Similarly there are templates 

for performance reviews and job descriptions, all available to managers through the company’s internet 

site.” 

 

  

What can I do? 

Here are some things you 

can do if you want to 

develop a strong team on 

farm: 

Focus on good 

communication from the 

top down and take the 

time to explain why 

decisions are made that 

affect the running of the 

farm. 

Look for opportunities to 

promote people within 

the business. This helps 

keep staff motivated and 

challenged and they are 

more likely to want your 

business to succeed.  

Take the time to develop 

clear, simple procedures 

and systems – they will 

save you time in the 

long run. Simple 

checklists and templates 

work well and ensure 

everyone is working on 

the same page. 

 

farm teams within that.  

“We have established three groups within the operation, one 

comprising four farms, another with two and then Ashton farm, the 

largest – milking 2500 – is set as a separate entity.”  

When employing staff this season the group has taken a slightly 

different, more proactive, tack for getting the right people.  

“We started looking for staff over December-January, even though we 

weren’t sure which of our existing staff were leaving.  It meant we were 

looking for staff for positions that may not have existed at that time, but 

the candidates were told the broad nature of their position, and what 

the minimum position would be if they took up with the group.” 

Justine says looking for staff earlier avoided the last minute clamour 

that can accompany recruitment later in the season, and she found the 

candidates receptive to the fact their exact position was not definite at 

that point. 

“We could offer them that minimal role as a guarantee based on their 

skill set, and they were comfortable with that – it also meant we could 

get a higher standard of person who was flexible and receptive to the 

opportunities a larger group would offer.” 

Initial recruiting searches are conducted through professional recruiting 

company No8HR in Te Awamutu.  

While Justine’s goal is to obtain an 85% retention rate each season, 

the workload in annual recruiting is still significant.  

No8HR helps reduce her recruitment fatigue, and brings wide-ranging 

contacts and search skills to streamline the initial employment 

searches. 



 

Justine makes no secret that building a good team is not easy. 

“In the past two years we have recognised this by making it our focus to provide the managers with the 

resources, including five management workshops and access to experts in team management, to back them 

up and improve their leadership and people management skills.” 

She says there is an awareness of the disconnect that can develop in larger operations between operational 

staff and the owners/management of the business, and BEL Group tries to keep staff in touch with the 

overall group management.  

This includes a “Welcome to BEL Group” day at the start of the season with discussion on the Group’s aims, 

production targets and roles. There are also Christmas functions and bimonthly barbeque lunches cooked 

by Justine and Campbell for the farm teams. 

“We try to be very transparent in the information we provide, both within each farm and across farms, for 

comparison and ideas. The website, of course, helps achieve that.  At our farm manager meetings we try to 

focus on sharing ideas about things that may be working well on one farm and could be applied elsewhere, 

which gives a level of connectedness between operations.” 

To help lift HR skills among managers, the Group brings in an HR specialist, Lee Astridge from No8HR, to 

hold seminars for the managers, often with one-on-one training in specific employment situations. 

Justine believes the group is making progress in building the teams on farm, and one benchmark is the 

retention rate year-on-year. She is targeting and achieving an 80-85% retention rate. The team makeup also 

reflects a level of stability across the farms, with the staff generally “mature” and predominantly in the 30-45 

age group. 

“It does put more pressure on the housing, but also means we have staff with family who value stability, and 

retention is also helped by the positive prospects offered for internal promotion, a key ethos of the group.” 

Two staff this year are moving on to manage bigger farms within the Group, their dairy intern is stepping into 

his first management role and one manager is moving to an operations manager role. 

“For people to perform they need to know what to do, they need their manager's trust to do it and to know 

what the boundaries are for making decisions. We believe we still have work to do, but the value of the past 

two years is really beginning to show – you feel it when you are on one of the farms where it is working.” 

           

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

The staff perspective 

Paul Phippen, operations manager across four farms in the BEL Group, would be the first to admit he 

was wary about the emphasis on human resources management to build a better team environment 

within the group. 

 

“I guess I come from a different generation. When I started you did what you were told and that was it. If 

you were good at cows and grass you went on to bigger things. However, I know farms are bigger, and 

we rely on other people far more now.”  

 

He notes some managers will be natural “people” people, while for others the reason they went farming 

was because they enjoyed their own company. However, if they want to advance they have to upgrade 

their people skills. 



 

 

 

 

 
Paul notes how the managers have been given the tools to communicate better with their staff. This 

includes not only the one-on-one sessions with Lee of No8HR, but things as simple as having access to 

a template on how to run a team meeting.  

 

“One of the managers has even started a quick daily 10 minute meeting – he is good at it, and it sets 

the scene for who is doing what through the day. I was blown away by how effectively he achieves 

things simply through that regular, short meeting.” 

 

The work with Lee has also enabled managers to learn that problems in building teams have two sides. 

 

“Managers are learning to look harder at themselves. We are not always as good as we like to think we 

are.”  

 

He says regular managers’ meetings are proving a good means to air any problems they have within 

their own teams, and to receive suggestions from other managers on how best to deal with them. Paul 

believes one of the biggest challenges in an operation like BEL is ensuring the farm manager becomes 

established as the true team leader, and this can only come by empowering those managers with the 

tools to create a team. 

 

“With Justine and Campbell also needing to be accessible to junior staff, it is a challenge so those 

managers do not feel like they are undermined as team leaders.” 

 

Meantime Justine and Campbell’s bimonthly barbeques help provide an outlet for any problems staff 

may be having, in an informal unstructured setting. 

 

“They are a brilliant initiative; everyone gets to talk about anything that is going on, there is no agenda, 

and it’s a chance for Justine and Campbell to pick up on anything they may need to follow up on.” 

 

“Justine has really pushed the HR side of things along, particularly the work with Lee from No8HR. For 

guys in my generation it has taken maybe a bit longer to pick it up, but everyone is moving in the right 

direction now.” 

 


